The Georgia Grantmakers Alliance Policy Committee
misbehavior. Cuts to these grants risk limiting courts' access to these therapies, possibly children at medium and high risk to reoffend and provide them certain evidence-based
treatment per year to detain a juvenile, the programs are credited with saving taxpayers $125 juvenile justice reform and have proven very effective in reducing juvenile recidivism. JJIG Community Service Grant programs were born out of Governor Deal's extremely successful
efforts to stay in compliance with federal benefits processing requirements, and ultimately welfare worker positions in the current fiscal year; and 127 vacant child welfare worker receive critical program benefits. These proposed reductions would eliminate 30 vacant child programs are processed accurately and on-time, so that children and families are able to food stamps, Medicaid, and Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) benefits most vulnerable children. Benefits eligibility workers ensure that applications to the state's Child welfare caseworkers investigate and address claims and manage cases for our state's most vulnerable children. Benefits eligibility workers ensure that applications to the state's
agency with a statewide network that serves all of Georgia's 159 counties. The network links agency work to local communities in areas such as child welfare, early care and
program capacity by roughly 100 slots.

**Reduction to Early Care: Child & Parent Services Program (CAPS)**

The CAPS program capacity by roughly 100 slots. It currently serves approximately 50,000 children. CAPS is partly federally

**Reduction to Early Care: Child & Parent Services Program (CAPS)**

schools could receive a supplement of anywhere from $4,100 to $5,300 per student. These

**Context if Enacted:**

**Addition to Budget: Pay Raises for Teachers and Others**

For those state employees who make less than $40,000 per year, a $1,000 one-time raise

**Context if Enacted:**

**Grantmaking Impact and Development**

The Georgia Grantmakers Alliance aims to build the capacity and effectiveness of grantmaking organizations in the Southeast. GGA seeks to ensure that all people in our region have access to opportunities that help them achieve stability and independence.
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treatment in a community setting.

employment and education support services, which help youth and young adults with

This reduction in funds would impact previously planned, but not yet
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